Chaotic Evil Expansion:
This expansion brings additional modules and content
designed to increase the game length while
adding new interesting and strategic variations.
Inside this expansion you will find these items:

12 Power
Relics

4x Destroyer
Cards

30 Epic
Mercenaries

4x Destroyer
Meeples

12 Sinister
Plots

4x Dark Rituals

Requires Covil: The Dark Overlords to be played.

New Power Relics:
From now on, shuffle the 12 new Power Relics cards
with the ones from the core game box.
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Epic Showdown:
On the game setup, shuffle 24 of the
Epic Mercenary cards (discard the
remaining back in the box) and place
them at the bottom of the regular 24
Mercenary cards pile.
On each day, open 8 cards at the
Mercenary Pool (instead of 6).
The game will last 6 days. From day 4 to
day 6, players start with all 5 troops in play.
Regular Mercenaries can be acquired on days 1/2/3 and the
Epic Mercenaries on days 4/5/6. The Epic Mercenaries cost
from 6 to 14 coins and also have different card back.

Sinister Plots:
A Dark Overlord sooner or later will learn
that plotting and scheming are the best
ways to achieve greatness.
On the game setup, deal 2 Sinister Plots
to each player.
At any point during the game a player
may complete its task and then
immediately discard it to draw one random
Power Relic from the deck.
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The Dark Ritual:
At the beginning of the game, give
1 Dark Ritual card to each player.
To perform this ritual you must
activate 3 Power Relics with any 3
different terrain icons on their top
right corners at the same turn.
Perform all the Power Relics
abilities as usual, and then place your HP token back to its
starting 5HP spot. This ritual fully repairs your fortress, even
it has already been destroyed.

The Giant Monsters:
At the beginning of the game,
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give 1 Monster card and its
meeple to each player.
At the morning phase a player
may spend 3 gold to summon a
monster at his fortress.
The Destroyer is considered a
troop for all game purposes (it can perform actions, receives
reiforcements bonuses, etc) but it does not count torwards
the troop daily limit.
Monsters have their own stats that replace (only for
their meeple) the basic troop stats written on the players
Champion Hall.
Special Abillity: At the night phase, count the Destroyer as 2
troops torward dominance or presence.
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